
DMD inaugurates Induction Programme for Direct Recruit Officers at NBSC  

 

Shri H R Dave, Deputy Managing Director inaugurated the IV Induction Programme for 

Direct Recruit Officers on 20 February 2017 at NBSC, Lucknow. It was a great privilege for 21 

young officers to be addressed by our DMD on the very first day of the commencement of 

their career in NABARD. 

At the outset, Dr. P J Ranjith, Principal, NBSC welcomed the new recruits to NABARD and 

encouraged them to use all the learning facilities at NBSC including the library for improving 

their knowledge on all aspects of NABARD, agriculture and rural development.  

Shri M K Mudgal, CGM, HRMD congratulated the DRs for emerging successful through a very 

rigorous three level selection process to join NABARD.  He urged them to dedicate 

themselves to the values and ethos of NABARD. He also outlined the process of induction 

comprising comprehensive training on knowledge & skill at NBSC, desk and field training at 

the Regional Offices and DDM districts as also Rural Immersion programme.  

Shri H R Dave, DMD said that it was a wonderful opportunity for the DRs to contribute to the 

efforts of nation building and economic development through various rural development 

initiatives of NABARD. He was of the view that an organisation is successful only when its 

clients are successful. He shared the vision of NABARD as a knowledge-driven institution 

capable of delivering smart solutions to the problems of agriculture and rural sector. He 

urged the DRs to equip themselves with the latest innovations in various fields. He 

concluded saying that there is no greater joy and happiness than providing sustainable 

solutions to critical socio-economic problems and other needs of rural areas. 

Dr. D V Deshpande, Director, BIRD, also addressed the officers and spoke about objectives 

of BIRD and its myriad activities.  

Shri B Sathish Rao, FM anchored the inaugural session and Shri S.V. Sardesai, Vice Principal 

proposed vote of thanks. Shri Arobinda Kumar Sarkar and   B Sathish Rao, FM are the 

programme directors for the two week induction programme.  

 

A few photographs taken during the inaugural session is attached: 

 

 



 

DMD addressing the trainee officers 

 

CGM- HRMD addressing the trainee officers 

 



 

Principal, NBSC welcoming DMD, CGM- HRMD and trainee officers 

 

 

Group Photo 

 


